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About This Game

It’s time to literally add a new dimension to pool! Transform your living room into an incredible virtual billiards room with jaw-
dropping visuals as you compete against friends, family, enemies, and unfeeling AI to become the ultimate Big Bang Billiards

champion!

Transport yourself to outer space to play pool with the planets. Choose from several different arenas and themes.

Features:
- Experience pool like never before! Apply the same skills to breathtaking 3D billiard arenas!

- Creative graphical themes take you to outer space and beyond!
- Play solo offline or against an AI with variable difficulty settings!

- Leaderboards in Solo mode. Beat your friends' scores or beat your own!
- Connect with Steam friends online for intense peer-to-peer multiplayer competitions!

- Three different game modes including: 8-ball, Time Attack, and Open Play!
- Challenge yourself with six different table arenas with gravity pockets!

- Amazing billiard ball theme sets, including: Planets, Wooden, Metal, Sports, Fruits and Traditional. More to come!
- Guided targeting system. No cue stick required!

- Intuitive trigger-only control interface.
- Three different rotation methods: Rotate around table, around cue ball or around player hands.

- Quick avatar swapping for multi-player games.
- 360 degrees of motion. Manipulate the table to any angle.

- Exhilarating EDM soundtrack by SLM. Choose from 3 different tracks.
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- Pause menus to adjust volume, exit games, mute your mic and see your score.
- Quick tutorial to get you started.
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Title: Big Bang Billiards
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Octopus Interactive VR, LLC
Publisher:
Octopus Interactive VR, LLC
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nividia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Players may need to adjust quality slider lower to play with slower systems. If attempting to play with
Windows MR Headset, you must have Windows 10 installed.
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This game rocked! It is a a unique 3D pool experience that needs to be in every social vr setting. The controls are smooth. I
thought it would be confusing to line up shots, but the interaction with the balls is so natural. I also like how you can interact
with the table, it is nice to feel in control of your shot. Very interesting to watch the other player fly around with their jet packs.
I can only imagine how I must look. Playing multiplayer is a blast! I love pool, and It is really inspiring to see this on steam. I
can't wait for the active user count to go up so I can play more multiplayer!. I am not a big fan of traditional pool, but this was
fun. I felt like I was on the holodeck playing the 24th century classic game.

Solo was fun to practice but the game is even better with friends.

I recommend this game to anyone who plays VR. Try playing with fruit or other nontraditional balls.

There is some glitchiness when you start a level where the leaderboard is visible. The menu is also quite sensative to touch.
Overall though it felt really nice.
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